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Abstract 

 

In the era of VLSI the technological advancements have lead us to integrate not only 

digital circuits of high device density but both digital and analog circuits on to the same 

chip. In recent years the number of devices on a chip has spectacularly increased, all 

because of the downward scaling in sizes of the devices. But because of this dramatic 

scaling the devices have become more sensitive to the power-ground noise. Now in 

designing a mix signal system within single silicon die that has high speed digital circuits 

along with high performance analog circuits the digital switching noise becomes a 

foremost concern for the correct functioning of the system.   

The purpose of the thesis is to evaluate the reduction of Simultaneous Switching 

Noise in analog signal band with in the chip. The experiment is done by the use of 

DCVSL circuits combined with a novel method of implementation, instead of the 

common static circuits in the core design. These DCVSL circuits have the property to 

draw periodic currents from the power supply. So if the circuit draws equal amount of 

current at each clock cycle independent of the input fed to it, the generated noise’s 

frequency content, produced due to current spikes will then be shifted above the input 

clock frequency.  

The idea is to reduce Simultaneous Switching Noise (SSN) by half of the clock 

frequency in the frequency band. This frequency band often contains to the analog signal 

band of a digital-to-analog converter. To evaluate the method two pipelined adders have 

been implemented in 0.13 μm CMOS technology. The proposed method (test circuit) is 

implemented using DCVSL techniques and the reference circuit using static CMOS logic. 

For testing of the design we generated the input data on-chip. The pseudo-random data 

is generated by implementing two different length PRBS. We have also implemented a 

ROM containing specific test patterns. In the end, we have achieved a 10 dB decrease of 

noise level at the substrate node on the chip. 
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1 
Introduction 

 

In the era of VLSI the technological advancements have lead us to integrate not only 

digital circuits of high device density but both digital and analog circuits on to the same 

chip. In recent years the number of devices on a chip has spectacularly increased, all 

because of the downward scaling in sizes of the devices. But because of this dramatic 

scaling the devices have become more sensitive to the power-ground noise. Now in 

designing a mix signal system within single silicon die that has high speed digital circuits 

along with high performance analog circuits the digital switching noise becomes a 

foremost concern for the correct functioning of the system.   

The problem is that the devices in digital circuit need to switch with high 

frequency. This produces or generates switching noise that is injected into the substrate, 

which then spreads through the substrate to other circuits causing the performance of 

the analog circuits to be degraded. The usual method in CMOS technologies is that there 

is one substrate contact per digital gate, which is used to bias the substrate to the ground. 

In digital circuits the digital ground also has very low impedance to the substrate surface. 

Now the digital switching causes the voltage fluctuation on the digital ground which is 

then injected in the substrate region of the digital circuit. This phenomena lead to the 

injection of Simultaneous Switching Noise (SSN) into the substrate. Normally the SSN is 
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one of the most dominant noises in the digital integrated circuits. Therefore, the VLSI 

engineers focus on the SSN on the digital grounds for a mixed-signal circuits System on 

Chip. 

The purpose of the project/thesis is to evaluate the reduction of Simultaneous 

Switching Noise in Analog Signal Band with in the chip. The experiment is done by the 

use of DCVSL circuits combined with a novel method of implantation, instead of the 

orthodox static circuits in the core design. These DCVSL circuits have the property to 

draw periodic currents from the power supply. So if the circuit draws equal amount of 

current at each clock cycle independent of the input fed to it, the generated noise’s 

frequency content, produced due to current spikes will then be shifted above the input 

clock frequency.  

The idea is to reduce SSN by half of the clock frequency in the frequency band. 

This frequency band often corresponds to the analog signal band of a digital-to-analog 

converter. To evaluate the method two pipelined adders have been implemented on 

layout level in a 0.13 mμ  CMOS technology. Where the DCVSL circuit is implemented 

with our method and will be called the test circuit and the reference circuit with static 

CMOS logic together with a TSPC D flip-flop. 
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2 
Simultaneous Switching Noise (SSN) 

 

2.1 Simultaneous Switching Noise 

 

In a mixed signal design, when the digital part of the design is operating, many devices 

switch on or switch off. For example consider an inverter, it might switch from logic 1, 

i.e. VDD, to logic 0, i.e. Ground, or visa versa. This change of voltage is done in mere 

picoseconds. Due to this kind of swift change in voltage we get very large spikes in the 

power supply lines. Now in a system there are lots of capacitive and inductive parasitic 

impedances because of bond wires and lead frame of the package which are from on-

chip to off-chip. There are parasitic capacitances on the power lines on-chip as well. 

Because of all these factors we get current spikes resulting in voltage fluctuations on the 

power supply lines which are on-chip. These voltage fluctuations are also commonly 

known as Ground bounce and VDD bounce. This phenomenon has always been there in 

the digital circuits but previously they were not of the same concern. As in past the clock 

frequency was not that high and the pin count was also low, hence the parasitic 

impedances did not play an evident role. But as in the current scenario the clock rate is 

very high and this bouncing phenomenon is very dominant. A major reason to the 

3 



increased problem with SSN is the increased amount of digital circuits on the same die as 

the analog circuits in a system-on-chip.  

When multiple devices switch simultaneously, they cause fluctuation in the 

voltages on the power lines. This simultaneous switching momentarily raises the Ground 

voltage within the device relative to the system ground. This apparent shift in voltage of 

the ground towards a higher value different from its original or a zero value is known as 

SSN. The SSN is related to the inductance present between the ground of the device and 

the ground of the system. The voltage drop on the on-chip power supply lines is given 

by: 

 

    Vsupply = Leff.dI/dt + Reff.I   

 

where Leff and Reff are the parasitic inductance and resistance of the power supply lines. 

 

From the above equation it is clear that the impedance due inductance is the 

dominant part in the SSN as the dI/dt (the rate of change in current with respect of 

time) is very high. This SSN increases with the increase in number of simultaneously 

switching devices. Therefore, it is safe to say that higher the dI/dt higher will be the SSN. 

It is good to know that the inductance comes through the series of connection made 

from the on-chip power lines to the main Ground and VDD. As for example the 

Ground line is connected to the digital circuit devices, the on-chip power line, and it is 

connected to the bond wire, which is connected to the package trace and further 

connected to the package pin. Therefore,  

 

Leff = Lbondwire + Ltrace + Lpin
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Chapter 2 – Simultaneous Switching Noise 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.1: (a) A model of the power supply lines of a digital circuit 
(b) A simple model of the impedance in the power supply lines of a digital circuit    [1] 

    
Once we have the main current spike we see some oscillations after it at the power lines. 

These oscillations are caused by the inductances, the resistances and the capacitances 

within the package. This RLC circuit is shown in the Fig 2.1(b); The RLC is a complex 

circuitry that can have many resonating frequencies. So the damping of such resonating 

circuit must be very high otherwise it will increase the amplitude of the noise pulse by the 

successive switching events in the digital circuit.  

The switching noise generated by the CMOS circuit or an output driver depends 

on the total capacitive load at the output. When charging or discharging the MOS 

transistor operates in either resistive, or linear, region or it operates in saturation region. 

These operating regions depend on the drain-to-source voltage (VDS) or the gate-to-

source voltage (VGS). The VDS depends on the output and VGS depends on the input, the 

output rising or falling time depends on the current driven by the output transistors and 

the load capacitance. Mainly the load charging and discharging current will always be 

assumed to be maximum when the transistor is operating in the saturation mode. The 

rising current edge will take as long as the input rising or falling time from Vtn (threshold 

voltage of NMOS) to VDD or from VDD- Vtp (threshold voltage of PMOS) to 0. It is 

proved in the [1] that there is a critical value of the load capacitance and if the 

capacitance value surpasses the critical value, the noise does not increases with the output 

load because the maximum current is limited by the saturation current for  
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tnDDGS VVV −=  

and its slope is limited by the input transition time. The value of the critical load 

capacitance is given by: 
2

2

2

0 2
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
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⎡
×+−×=

n
M

n
M

n
MCCcrit  

where, 

LV
trM

DD ×××
=

β2
, ( ) ( ) 13

0 6 −×××−××= tDDtDD VVVVtrC β  

n = no. of devices that witch simultaneously, tr = rising or falling time, VDD = supply 

voltage, Β = NMOS or PMOS gain, L = the channel length, Vt = the threshold.  

When the load capacitance is greater than the critical capacitance the noise 

generated is only dependent on the amplitude of the current spike and its duration of the 

rising edge.  Now the governing factors of the current pulse/spike’s amplitude are the 

sizes of the transistors. Secondly the rise time of the current pulse is dependent on the 

rise time or fall time of the input. The case when the load capacitance is smaller than the 

critical capacitance, the current pulse/spike shape also depends on the output voltage 

and the short circuit current is also a character to keep note off.     

 

2.2 The Effect of Simultaneous Switching Noise in Digital Circuits 

 

The SSN causes Delay Errors, False Switching and Erroneous Storage Errors. The 

Delay Error is caused by the supply bounce affecting the normal timing of the 

transition.  

In False Switching the SSN disturbs the outputs of the gates that are not 

switching and if the disturbance is higher than the threshold voltage then it can cause the 

output node to change. It can be explained in two steps. First in a CMOS 

implementation if the output is at low logic level then the output node of the gate is 

connected to the noise ground line via at least one NMOS transistor. In this case the 

NMOS is operating in the linear region and any disturbance at the source of the NMOS 

is transmitted to the drain or in other words the output node. Now in second step this 

disturbance produce a change in the voltage at the output and that output node will be 

connected to some other gate. If the change in voltage is above the threshold level and it 
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has a significant pulse width, this pulse can be read as a valid input by that next gate and 

then the circuitry will have a wrong value at the output hence cause a malfunction.    

One of the most destructive errors caused by the SSN is the Erroneous Storage 

of data into the flip-flops and latches. Both Delay Error and False Switching affect the 

flip-flops and latches. The Delay Error can cause the violation of setup time and hold 

time. The false switching can cause ill timed clock or change in the input data, hence we 

get a wrong storage of the data. The noise from the supply lines connected to the flip-

flop can cause these errors. The effect of noise in dynamic logic is more destructive. In 

dynamic logic the noise issues is more serious because a noise pulse in the power supply 

terminals of the gate that has an amplitude equal to or higher than the threshold voltage 

of the MOSFETs could easily charge or discharge the dynamic nodes.    

 

2.3 The Effect of Simultaneous Switching Noise in Analog Circuits 

 

In analog system the noise puts the limitation to the performance of the analog 

circuitries. The main cause of the problem due to SSN in the analog circuitries is the rate 

of change of current dI/dt. These abrupt changes in the current are getting severe and 

will increase in future IC’s. Nowadays most of the system are built in such a way that 

both the digital and analog part of the system are on the same IC. The noise generated by 

the digital circuits due to its rapid and excessive switching easily affects the analog 

circuits. In mixed signal ICs there are many common paths and elements between the 

digital and analog circuits and because of these paths noise can easily be transmitted. 

Namely the substrate, the power supply lines and the connecting lines communicating 

between the digital and analog parts are the most important elements. The noise 

transmission between the power supply lines and the signals that communicate digital 

and analog cells could be avoided by using separate analog and digital power supply lines 

and different signals between analog and digital circuits. But since substrate contacts used 

for biasing the substrate connect the different supplies via the substrate, they get 

connected anyway. Therefore the substrate noise transmission will still remain there.  

The main effect of SSN on any analog circuit is that it will degrade the signal to 

noise ratio (SNR) of that circuit. The design of an analog circuit with high SNR in a 

mixed signal IC requires better design techniques and more complex analog circuitry. 

This will on the other hand increase the cost, the power consumption and the design 
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time. All of them are most important design constraints in the mobile communication 

systems. 

The analog to digital converter (ADC) and operational amplifiers (OPAMP) are 

two main components in a mixed signal design and both of them are severely affected by 

the SSN. In OPAMPS the noise produces an increase in distortion of the output 

waveform and as well as phase error in the output wave form. In ADCs the most 

important effect is of the limitation to the minimum signal level that can be distinguished 

from noise. This limit defines the maximum converter resolution. Therefore the SSN 

makes it hard for the analog circuits to work with low input signal levels. Hence limiting 

the dynamic range of the analog circuits and degrading the performance. The noise 

causes distortion in the signals amplified by OPAMPs and causes phases errors that 

could severely affect linear filters or demodulators in the system. The SSN does not 

cause a functional error rather it degrades the analog circuit performance.         

 

2.4 Reduction of Digital Switching Noise 

 

There are many methods employed for the reduction of the Digital Switching Noise. 

Here the most common methods have been named and discussed.  

 

2.4.1 Multiple Power Supply Interconnects  

 

It is common practice that multiple power supply interconnects technique is used to 

reduce the inductance of the power supply lines from off-chip to on-chip. However it is 

good to know the effect on total inductance. Consider an example of two pairs of 

interconnects used instead of one pair of interconnects. If the distance between the two 

pairs of interconnects is large, the mutual inductance can be neglected. As a 

consequence, the total effective inductance is simply the half of the original. Therefore 

we get less inductance and as earlier said in 1.1, low inductance means low noise. 

 

2.4.2 Double Bonding  

 

In effort to reduce the noise some times two bonding wire are used instead of one 

bonding wire from the on-chip pad to the off-chip interconnect, which is illustrated in 

Fig. 2.2(a) and Fig. 2.2(b), respectively. In [2] two metal areas are used in such a way that 
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there is a ground plane beneath it and the plains are connected with bonding wires. In 

this case the ground plane serves as a current return path, which significantly reduces the 

inductance of the double bonding. On the other hand, in the case of conventionally 

connected power supply lines, the current path is normally through the bonding wires. 

Therefore, using this technique of double bonding for a power supply may be of small 

effectiveness. But in any case, with double bonding the parasitic resistance is reduced to 

the half. This can be beneficial especially for high frequencies, where the resistance of a 

conductor increases with due to the skin effect [4]. A thick bonding wire may also be 

used for the same purpose. 

 
Figure 2.2: (a) Single bonding, (b) Double bonding    [1]  

 

2.4.3 On-Chip Decoupling 

 

For reducing the voltage fluctuations on the power supply lines, on-chip decoupling 

capacitors are commonly used. By adding a decoupling capacitor, the SSN can be 

attenuated, but the added capacitor also lowers the resonance frequency. Previously, it 

was a common practice to design digital ICs in such a way that the resonance frequency 

of the on-chip power supply was high above the clock frequency to prevent an 

oscillation to grow during the clock cycles. Presently, it is designed in such a way that the 

resonant frequency is well below the clock frequency. To prevent oscillations to grow 

damping techniques, e.g., based on adding resistance in series with the decoupling can be 

used [4] [5]. On-chip decoupling was added as a single capacitor previously. Nowadays 

with circuits operating at high frequencies it is preferable to distribute the decoupling 

capacitors over the whole chip area [2].  

 

2.4.4 Reduction of Main Peak in Power Supply Impedance 

 

In frequency domain the resonance frequency of the on-chip power supply lines has the 

highest peak. In [6], a simple circuit has been used to eliminate the peak in impedance at 
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the resonance frequency. The circuit consists of a resistor, a capacitor, and an inductance 

in series. The idea is to keep the resonance frequency and the frequency of the original 

power supplies same by adjusting the values of inductance and the capacitor in such a 

way that it gives the desired results. In this way the original impedance peak can be 

reduced. The inductance is implemented by bonding wires and the resistor and capacitor 

are placed off-chip. The resistor in the circuit makes it possible to avoid new peaks in the 

impedance characteristic by selecting a proper resistance. 

 

2.4.5 Reduce Supply Bounce CMOS Logic 

 

In [7] reduced supply bounce (RSB) CMOS logic is proposed. The digital circuits are 

implemented in static CMOS together with a simple circuit for reducing SSN on supply 

lines. The circuit is illustrated in Fig. 2.3, where the transistors in series with the power 

supply lines are serving as resistors to dampen the SSN. The capacitors C1 and C2 

decouple to reduce the SSN.  

 
Figure 2.3: Reduced supply bounce    [1] 

 

2.4.6 Clock Skew 

 

The clocked elements are synchronized by the clock in synchronous digital circuits. The 

SSN is generated when the clock triggers, each output of the registers is updated and the 

following logic starts to evaluate simultaneously. In [8] a clock net is divided into four 

clock regions where each region has its individual and dedicated delay, which is know as 

clock skew. By doing this the triggering is seen at different instance of time by the digital 

circuits and the switching is not simultaneous. With this method the resulting current 
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peak can be smoothened, which results in a lower SSN. Care must be taken with signals 

that originate from one clock domain and ends in another domain to prevent the timing 

window of the registers from being violated. If there is a risk of violating the hold time of 

the registers, inserting extra delay in the logic can prevent the hold time from being 

violated. The technique may be effective if the timing constraints allow it to be used. 

 

2.4.7 Modulation of Clock Frequency 

 

When SSN is analyzed in the frequency domain the clock frequency and the harmonics 

are clearly seen [9]. If the clock frequency is varied a small fraction, the energy at the 

clock frequency and its harmonics are spread over a wider bandwidth. This approach 

yields lower, but wider peaks in the frequency domain.  

 
Figure 2.4: Frequency spectrum with and without frequency modulation    [1] 

 

2.4.8 Timing and Sizing of Output Buffers 

 

Output buffers are often main contributors to SSN [10] [11]. When an output change 

value the current peak can be high and the corresponding can be large yielding a high 

SSN. To prevent output buffers from switching simultaneously, they can be designed 

with different propagation delays from the first stage to the final stage in each buffer. 

This approach reduces the maximal current peak. The difference in timing of the outputs 

must be within a certain bound so that the circuit can communicate properly with other 

circuits. It is also important that the output buffers are not oversized in terms of 

propagation delay and rise and fall times that are shorter than necessary. Oversized 

buffers result in larger area, higher power consumption and more SSN when compared 

to properly sized buffers. 
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2.4.9 Reduced Power Supply Voltage 

 

Power supply voltage scaling is a common technique used to lower the power 

consumption of digital circuits. Reducing the power supply voltage reduces the effective 

gate voltages and because of it we will have much smaller drain currents [12]. Also 

because of small current the rise and fall time increase on the gate inputs and therefore 

we see a decrease in current peak. Hence, a reduced power supply voltage results in a 

reduced SSN. The second benefit of scaling the supply voltage is the reduction in 

dynamic power consumption, and this dynamic power reduction is proportional to the 

scaling. The static power consumption also decreases. However, the cost is a decreased 

throughput, which may be compensated by using techniques like pipelining or 

interleaving. Pipelining and interleaving both require extra hardware that may contribute 

to the noise. Hence, the gain of decreasing the power supply voltage on the substrate 

noise depends on what changes that must be done in the architecture to fulfill the 

requirement on throughput. 

 

2.4.10 Reduced Package Impedance 

 

Choosing the right package for your chip is very critical task. As after fabrication the chip 

is put in to the package and then placed on a PCB. Now lots of inductive parasitics come 

to play. The parasitic impedance differs between different types of packages [13]. It is 

really good to have a package that has a very low inductance but on the other hand, these 

kinds of packages have higher costs. Hence, it is a trade off issue for the designer to 

choose a package that will not suffer too much from the interconnect impedance or the 

cost of the package. 

There are few techniques in placing the package on the PCB, for example it can 

be soldered directly on the board or it can be place into a socket. The socket techniques 

give much higher parasitic capacitances and inductances but we have more flexibility. 

Now if we choose direct soldering then again we have two techniques. One is call pin 

through hole, in which we have to drill the PCB and connect the package. This way we 

get reduction in area on PCB and also higher parasitic capacitances and inductances. The 

second one is called the surface mount. In this technique we solder the package pins on 

the upper layer of the PCB. This method gives lower parasitic capacitances and 
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inductances. We also can completely remove the package and directly solder the chip it 

self on the PCB using the bond wires. This technique gives lower parasitic capacitances 

and inductances because the bond wire are very short and less inductive. 

Some of the most prominent packages used are Dual In Line (DIL), Plastic 

Leaded Chip Carrier (PLCC), J-Leaded Chip Carrier (JLCC), Quad Flat Package (QFP) 

and Pin Grid Array (PGA). All of these packages have there own advantages and 

disadvantages, it is the task of the designer to decide what kind of package he would 

choose. In our case we have chosen the PLCC, which is of a rectangular shape and it has 

parasitic capacitance and inductance lesser than that of a DIP. Secondly we can surface 

mount it on a PCB or we can use a socket technique. In our case we have also bare chips 

that can be directly mounted onto the PCB using bond wires. 

 

2.4.11 Constant Current Logic 

 

The main idea behind the constant current logic circuits is to design the circuits in such a 

way that the power supply currents are as stable as possible. The major task is to steer the 

power supply currents in such a manner that only the paths change but not the 

magnitude of the currents on the power supply lines. Practically, it is quite impossible to 

achieve a constant current because of the fact that the currents can not be perfectly 

balanced when the switching of the current paths occurs. We have taken the Fig. 2.5 

from [1] that shows the current steering logic (CSL), current balanced logic (CBL), 

complementary current balanced logic (C-CBL), and folded source-coupled logic (FSCL). 

In [14] simulations are made on extracted layouts of conventional static CMOS logic, 

current steering logic (CSL) circuit, current balanced logic (CBL), and complementary 

current balanced logic (C-CBL). The authors also looked into the effect of different logic 

styles compared with different inductances in the power supply. The author has show 

that the relative difference between the circuits depends on the inductance in the power 

supply lines.  

When considering small inductance the CSL and CNL have lesser noise effects 

on them compared to CMOS. If large amount of inductance are considered then the 

CSL becomes noisier circuit than both CBL and CMOS circuits. According to [14] when 

we have an inductance of 10 nH CBL has the best noise reduction of 60% compared to a 

CMOS circuit. C-CBL reduces the noise with 45% while CSL reduces the noise with 

15%. 
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Now according to [14], for a power supply inductance below 1 nH, C-CBL gives 

better results by reducing the noise with 50% compared to CSL and CBL, both of them 

reduce the noise with 20% only.  

The drawback of the constant current logic circuits is that it has higher static 

power consumption compared to CMOS static circuits but it reduces the SSN. Because 

of higher power consumption these kinds of circuits are not suitable for battery powered 

products.  The second problem is that due to the complementary nature of their design 

the constant current circuits tend to occupy larger space on the silicon, in other words 

they have larger areas compared to static CMOS designs. But there might be cases where 

the increased power consumption and larger areas might be tolerated for getting lower 

SSN then it will be very beneficial to have constant current 

logic.

 
Figure 2.5: (a) Current steering logic (CSL), (b) Current balanced logic (CBL) 
(c) Complementary current balanced logic C-CBL (d) Folded source coupled 

logic (FSCL)    [1] 
 

2.4.12 Asynchronous Circuits. 

 

In asynchronous circuits the clock is completely eliminated. In asynchronous circuits the 

switching noise is more distributed in time than a synchronous circuits therefore they 
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have a favorable switching noise compared with synchronous circuits. According to [15] 

this type of circuits results in a power supply current with less noise. In [16] Philips 

80C51 processor was implemented in an asynchronous and a synchronous version in the 

same CMOS technology. The circuit designed in asynchronous logic yielded up to 30 dB 

smaller peaks in the frequency spectra of the power supply current compared with the 

circuit built using conventional synchronous logic [15]. But the disadvantage of designing 

an asynchronous circuit is that first of all they are very complex and secondly the design 

of asynchronous circuits is not well supported as the design of synchronous circuits. 

Therefore, designing asynchronous circuits can be very demanding from a designer’s 

point of view. 

 

2.5       The Proposed Noise Reduction Method: 

 

In a combinational static CMOS circuits the switching of gate only occurs when the data 

at the input is changed. Suppose we have an inverter with an input that has a 0.25 

probability of change meaning that it changes value approximately at each fourth clock 

cycle. This change will generate a frequency component at one fourth of the system clock 

frequency plus some harmonics. Therefore the SSN generated will be present below half 

of the clock frequency which is undesired. As in mixed signal circuits the DAC will be 

working on clock frequency equal to the clock frequency of the digital part and this SSN 

produced will be within the analog signal band. 

We took the idea from [1] for our implementation, in that dissertation the main 

idea is to use a circuit that draws current periodically with the same period as the digital 

clock, which would place the SSN above the clock frequency. For this purpose they have 

used the pre-charged DCVSL circuits to obtain periodic currents through the circuits 

independent of the input data. The pre-charged DCVSL circuits have complementary 

outputs and inputs and can be built in a symmetric manner. Normally, the two pre-

charged outputs start on VDD and during evaluation one of the nodes drops down to 

ground, then during the pre-charging this node is charged back to VDD. Owing to this 

symmetry, ideally the SSN should have its frequency components that are located on and 

above the system clock frequency. In [1] the author has proposed a new differential D 

flip-flop circuit proposed to be used with pre-charged DCVSL. The purpose of this D 

flip-flop is to have a data independent current, we will describe it later. 
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2.6       Pre-charged Differential Cascode Voltage Switch Logic: 

 
The author in [1] has chosen to implement the logic with multiplexers only, since they 

are good candidates of yielding periodic power supply currents and can realize any 

function. In Fig. 2.6, a pre-charged multiplexer is designed using a DCVSL [17]. In this 

circuitry the pull down network is symmetrical. During the pre-charge phase the outputs 

F & F’ are discharged, and during the evaluation phase the outputs are evaluated. The 

evaluation is done in such a way that the two outputs are complement of each other. To 

get a less data-dependent power supply current the author [1] added transistors M1 and 

M2. These transistors are used to pre-charge the intermediate nodes n1 and n2. If M1 and 

M2 are not included then there will be a voltage difference between n1 and n2 after the 

pre-charge phase which would have made the current through the circuit dependent on 

the inputs.  

 
Figure 2.6: Precharged multiplexer in DCVS logic    [1] 

 

2.7       Return-to-Zero D Flip-Flop using Return-to-Zero Latch: 

 
In [1] the author has presented an idea to use a differential D flip-flop which is made 

using two latches. These latches are connected in a Master-Slave configuration where the 

slave uses the true phase of the clock while the master uses the complement of clock. 

The main idea of this flip-flop is to force the outputs to return-to-zero during the pre-

charge phase. In the circuit all the differential nodes always return to the initial voltages 

in the pre-charge phase. In this way it is possible to achieve periodic currents on the 

power supply lines.  
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In Fig. 2.7, the novel latch designed by the author of [1] is shown which has 

complementary inputs and outputs. The function of the latch is explained below with the 

help of timing diagram.  

 
Figure 2.7: DCVSL return-to-zero latch    [1] 

 

Initially, the signal u and u’ are high and the clock is low. The nodes w & w’ are 

high, and v & v’ are low. Now, the input d goes from low to high and d’ will remain low. 

This will turn M1 on and the node u will be discharged, which will consequently charge 

the node v.  The charging of node v will switch on M7. Now, as soon as the clock goes 

high the inputs d & d’ should return to zero. At the same instant M11 is switched on 

causing w to discharge through M11. As soon as w starts discharging, M5 will slowly start 

to conduct which will result in charging of node u, and at the same time q will start to 

rise. The transistor sizes are selected in a way so that discharging of w should complete 

before u is charged to the threshold voltage of the inverter inv1. The nodes on the 

complementary side remain unchanged during all of this.  

Now, when the clock goes low w and w’ are pre-charged and the outputs q and q’ 

return to zero. Now, if the input d remain low and d’ goes high then the circuit will 

behave in similar manner but this time all the effects will be evaluated on the 

complementary side. Therefore there will be no change in the current through the circuit 

will because the circuit is symmetric and independent of data.  

Note that the input are only allowed to change when Ø = '0'. If we apply ideal 

inputs at the rising clock edge, which are too close to the Ø = '1' clock phase, this gives 

us glitch problem at the output. When simulating this circuit with an ideal input that is 
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discontinuous in time, it becomes difficult to evaluate (and also unrealistic), the simulator 

adds some rise and fall time to the input signal edges. This will result in a small period 

where the data d is switching while Ø > 0 V. During this time the output u will 

erroneously be partially discharged before d switches off the discharge path d-Ø-gnd, 

causing a glitch voltage at q after the inverter. This voltage cannot be removed until the 

next clock cycle since the circuit is dynamic. 

In order to eradicate this problem in simulation a simple solution is to add some 

delay ∆ between the time for applying the data and the clock edge. For having total 

control of the input its best to specify the rise and fall times of the signals, and make sure 

that the  switching of inputs occur only while Ø = 0 V. 
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3 
Design of Test and Reference Circuits  

 

3.1 Test Circuit 

 
In [1] the author has proposed a Test circuit to evaluate the proposed method. 

For the evaluation the author implemented a pipelined 16-bit ripple carry adder (RCA) 

on transistor level in a standard 0.13 um CMOS technology. This RCA is implemented 

with the proposed method using pre-charged DCVSL and the return-to-zero D flip-flop. 

The pipelined 16-bit adder consisting of two 8-bit RCAs and pipeline registers is shown 

in Fig. 3.1.  

 
Figure 3.1: Test circuit 
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The circuit implemented with the proposed method uses multiplexer based logic, 

where 

.2 Reference Circuit 

he architecture of the reference circuit is same as the test circuit. This RCA is 

3.3 Chip Test Plan 

he Chip will be having the following circuitry designed in it. The main purpose is to 

each full adder consists of three multiplexers [18]. Here, each multiplexer is 

implemented in DCVSL with pre-charging of the intermediate nodes as described in 

Section 1.6. Since differential logic is used, the number of input and output lines of the 

16-bit adder is doubled compared to the reference circuit that is designed using static 

CMOS logic. The transistor count for the proposed adder circuit was 1190. Our task was 

to implement this very same circuit at the layout level. 

 

3

 

T

implemented with the static CMOS logic and the TSPCL D flip-flop. The pipelined 16-

bit adder consisting of two 8-bit RCAs and pipeline registers is shown in Fig. 3.2.  

 

 
Figure 3.2: Reference circuit 

 

 
T

measure the Simultaneous Switching Substrate Noise in both the Reference circuit and 

the Test circuit individually. 
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Figure 3.3: Plan for the Chip 
 
3.4 Floor Plan 

 
In a mixed signal design, floor planning needs to be done in a smart way so that the 

components that can generate noise are kept far away from the components which are 

prone to the threatening effects generated because of the noise. If the noisy digital 

component is placed close to noise prone analog component then effects are seen on the 

analog circuit through the coupling substrate. Floor planning can be done manually or 

using algorithms. If the floor planning is done in a smart way then it is even possible to 

reduce the received noise in the sensitive components.  

In our case, the floor planning has been performed manually as we do not have 

any analog circuit on the chip. Secondly, in our tests either the Reference circuit or the 

Test circuit will be active but not both simultaneously. Therefore to keep the symmetry 

of the inputs to both the circuits, we have kept them in the middle and parallel to each 

other. The rest of the circuits are placed all around these two circuits as shown in the 

following Fig. 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4: Chip Floor Plan  
 
The chip has 10 pads on each side and in total there are 40 pins. The details of all 

components within the chip are given below. 

 

3.5 Components 

 

Here we will discuss the components/circuits which we have built on the chip. 

 
3.5.1 Test Vector ROM 

 

We have designed on chip ROM to store test patterns for the inputs. It has an enable signal. 

The size of the designed ROM is 8 x 7. We have generated the data by using the following 

equation.  

( )( )φsin213 ×=roundA   

( )( )φsin211 ×= roundB  

 where 
8

27,
8

26,
8

25,
8

24,
8

23,
8

22,
8

2,0 πππππππφ =  

 

We have stored only the data for ‘A’ and the data for ‘B’ is generated by right-shifting this 

data two times. The data generated by this was of 16 bits originally, but two MSBs and five 

LSBs were always zero so in order to minimize the size of ROM we decided not to store 

them. In the remaining nine bits, the two LSBs had a pattern that counts from 0 to 3 so it 
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was a clever idea to use address counter for generating these bits. In the end, we were left 

only with 7 bits per sample.  

 

3.5.2 PRBS 

 

Pseudo Random Binary Sequencer (PRBS) are used to generate the random input data 

patterns [19] [20]. PRBS also have an enable signal. First PRBS generates a pseudo random 

sequence of  , and the second PRBS generates a pseudo random sequence of 

. The equations for the two PRBS are   and   [20] 

respectively.  

1217 −

1218 − 17141 xx ++ 18111 xx ++

 

3.5.3 Input Data Selector Circuit 

 

The input data selector circuit has the responsibility to select the data generated from either 

PRBS or the test vector ROM and supply it to the reference circuit and the test circuit one at 

a time. This means that when we are testing the reference circuit then the test inputs are not 

fed to the test circuit and vise versa. This circuit is implemented by using one multiplexer and 

de-multiplexer. The multiplexer selects the input data generated from the two different 

generators and then give it to the de-multiplexer, which supplies it to the circuit which is 

currently under the test. 

 

3.5.4 Clock Enable/Disable Circuit 

 

We have a circuit that has the capability to enable the clock for reference circuit and test 

circuit in the following way: if the clock is enabled for the reference circuit then the clock 

must be disabled for the test circuit. Secondly if the clock is enabled for the test circuit then 

the clock for the reference circuit must be disabled. Thirdly the clock for both circuits can be 

simultaneously turned off and on. 

 

3.5.5 Output Enable/Disable Circuit 

 

The output enable/disable circuit has the capability to stop the outputs of the reference 

circuit and the test circuit from reaching the output interface of the chip. The circuit is 

designed using 16 NMOS transistors for test circuit and 16 NMOS transistors for reference 

circuits. These NMOS set the output of the circuits to zero if the output enable pin is high.  
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3.5.6 Differential to Single Ended Signal Converter 

 

The purpose of the differential to single ended signal converter is to convert the return to 

zero, differential data generated by the test circuit to the single ended non-return to zero 

logic for the output of the chip. For this purpose we have used latches. 

 

3.5.7 Output Selection MUX 

 

The output selection MUX selects from the data generated from the reference circuit, the 

test circuit and between the inputs A and B generated by the test pattern generators. 

 

3.5.8 Reference Circuit 

 

The reference circuit is the static pipelined Ripple Carry Adder circuit under test as described 

earlier.  

 

3.5.9 Test Circuit 

     

The test circuit is the novel method DCVSL based pipelined ripple carry adder circuit under 

test as described earlier. 

 

3.5.10 Output Buffer 

 

We have 16 output buffers for the output of the ‘output selection MUX’.  
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4 
Implementation of Proposed Method 

 

In this chapter we will discuss in detail the on chip implementation of the proposed 

method.  

 

4.1.  Reference Circuit 

 

The Reference circuit is a static CMOS implementation of a pipelined 16-bit adder 

circuit. We will discuss in detail the implementation of this circuit. 

 

4.1.1. TSPCL 
 

True Single Phase Clocked Logic (TSPCL) uses a single phase of clock. The register is 

constructed using two latches and connecting them in a master-slave configuration. 

Master latch (Fig. 4.1(a)) operates during the negative cycle of clock and latches the 

input data. During the positive cycle this captured data is transferred to output by slave 

latch (Fig. 4.2(b)).  

For master latch, the sizes of PMOS transistors are mμ60.0  and the sizes of 

NMOS transistors are mμ15.0 . For slave part, the sizes of all transistors are mμ30.0 .  
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                                             (a)                                                   (b) 

Figure 4.1: (a) Master latch (b) Slave latch 

 

4.1.2. 8-bit & 16-bit DFF 

 

These are made by placing master and slave TSPCL cells together.  

 

4.1.3. Static CMOS Full-Adder 

 

The first part of this circuit generates the carry-out using the following equation. 

 

)|(|)&(_ yxzyxoutCarry =  

 

Second part of the circuit uses this carry-out signal to generate the sum which means 

that sum will be generated much later than carry. Equation for sum is 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )zyxzoutCarryyoutCarryxoutCarrySum &&|&_|&_|&_=  

 

Sizes of PMOS transistors are mμ60.0 , and the sizes of NMOS transistors are 

mμ30.0 .  
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Figure 4.2: Static CMOS full adder 

4.1.4. 8-bit RCA 

 

The 8-bit RCA is made by connecting ‘Static CMOS Full-Adder’ cells in a ripple-carry 

fashion. 

 

4.1.5. 16-bit RCA 

 

The 16-bit RCA is a pipelined ripple-carry adder made by 2 blocks of 8-bit RCA, and 

the 8-bit and 16-bit flip-flops. The inputs A[0:7] and B[0:7] are fed directly to one 8-bit 

RCA. The sum generated by this block is then registered by using an 8-bit flip-flop. 

The remaining input bits A[8:15] and B[8:15] are registered by using the 16-bit flip-flop 

and the output of this flip-flop is then connected to another 8-bit RCA. Carry-in of this 

RCA comes from the first RCA. For proper pipeline function this carry-in is also 

registered by using a TSPCL cell. The implemented design can be seen in Fig. 3.2.  

 

4.2. Test Circuit 

 

The test circuit is a static CMOS implementation of a pipelined 16-bit adder circuit. We 

will discuss in detail the implementation of this circuit. 
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4.2.1. Input Complementor 

 

In the input complementor block we have placed 16 inverters in parallel to generate the 

inverted or complemented data for our DCVSL logic. The size of the PMOS transistor 

is 0.9 mμ and the size of the NMOS transistor is 0.3 mμ . 

 

4.2.2. NRZ to RZ Converter 

 

The purpose of the NRZ to RZ converter circuit is to convert the non return to zero 

signals to return to zero signal. Fig. 4.3 describes the first part of the circuit and the 

second part is the same as this one. 

 
Figure 4.3: NRZ to RZ converter 

 

These two circuits are connected in a serial manner to get the correct Return to zero 

signals. The nodes before the buffer are charged during the negative phase of the clock. 

Then depending on the value of the input, one of the nodes is discharged during the 

positive phase of the clock. Therefore, the output is now rising and falling with respect 

to clock phases. We need a second similar circuit connected in series with this circuit to 

get a powerful signal, after this the signal is converted to a return to zero signal from a 

non return to zero type. The size of the all PMOS transistors is 0.9 mμ  and the size of 

all except one the NMOS is 0.3 mμ  the NMOS that discharges the circuit is of size 

0.9 mμ . 
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4.2.3. RZ to NRZ Converter 

 

For converting the return to zero signals back to non return to zero signals we have 

used a simple True Single Phase Clocked Latch (TSPCL). The property of TSPCL is 

that for positive logic or clock high it behaves as two cascaded inverters and when the 

clock is low, we have a hold state. This helps us get the return-to-zero signals to non-

return-to-zero signals as when the clock goes low the signal after the last will maintain 

its value. Also as the dynamic circuit can easily be corrupted because when the clock 

goes low the output node can be in floating state and it can exposed to coupling of 

other signals. Plus, charge sharing can occur at different nodes that is why we have 

placed two static inverters after the output node for isolation and noise immunity. The 

PMOS transistors in the TSPCL themselves are all of the size 0.6 mμ  and all the 

NMOS transistors are of the size 0.15 mμ . 

 
Figure 4.4: RZ to NRZ converter 

   

4.2.4. RZ Latch 

 

The RZ latch has been explained earlier in the section 3.3. It is the novel latch designed 

by the author of [1]. The purpose of this design is to have a latch that generates 

constant amount of current in all clock cycles independent of the input data. The latch 
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is shown in Fig. 4.5 and the sizes of all the transistors labeled from M1 to M11 are M1 

= 0.15 mμ , M2 = 0.15 mμ , M3 = 0.15 mμ , M4 = 0.15 mμ , M5 = 0.15 mμ , M6 = 

0.15 mμ , M7 = 0.3 mμ , M8 = 0.3 mμ , M9 = 0.15 mμ , M10 = 0.15 mμ  and M11 = 

0.3 mμ . 

 

 
Figure 4.5: RZ latch    [1] 

 

4.2.5. RZ Flip-Flop 

 

The RZ flip-flop is created by concatenating the two RZ latches in a master slave 

fashion. The master latch receives the positive phase of the clock and the slave latch 

receives the negative phase of the latch. The latch is return-to-zero type that draws the 

same amount of current in every clock cycle independent of data value. The flip-flop 

also inherits the same property from constant current from the latch. The transistor 

sizes are the same as described earlier in section 4.2.5.    

dbar qbar 

q

RZ-Latch RZ-Latch

ClkbarClk  

d

xbar

x

 
Figure 4.6: RZ flip flop 
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4.2.6. 8-bit RZ Flip-Flop 

 

In the 8-bit RZ flip-flop there are eight RZ flip-flops lined in a parallel manner so that 

an eight bit parallel input output register can be constructed. The purpose of this 

register is to store the data for pipelining. The transistor sizes for each flip-flop in the 

register are the same as described earlier in section 4.2.6.  

 

4.2.7. 2 to 1 DCVSL MUX 

 

The 2 to 1 DCVSL MUX has already been described in the section 3.2. The idea is to 

have a circuitry that implements a multiplexer logic and draws constant current 

independent of the data value. The differential cascode voltage switch logic requires 

complementary pairs of input to there gates to evaluate the logic. Also the DCVSL 

type of circuits produces the output in complementary fashion. The sizes of the 

transistors are M1 = 0.15 mμ , M2 = 0.15 mμ , M3 = 0.15 mμ , M4 = 0.15 mμ , M5 = 

0.45 mμ , M6 = 0.45 mμ , M7 = 0.45 mμ , M8 = 0.45 mμ , M9 = 0.45 mμ , M10 = 

0.45 mμ  and M11 = 0.45 mμ . 

 
Figure 4.7: Precharged DCVSL multiplexer    [1] 
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4.2.8. Full-Adder MUX DCVSL 

 

This Full-Adder is generated using the 2 to 1 DCVSL MUX circuit. The purpose of 

using such a technique is to generate a combinational circuit that draws constant 

current in every clock cycle independent of the data value. This Full-Adder has three 2 

to 1 DCVSL MUX blocks that are combined in such a way that they produce both sum 

and carry results like a Full Adder. This circuit has six inputs as the original input have 

their complements also involved in the logic evaluation and the circuit produces the 

complementary outputs for both the sum and carry.  

 

 
Figure 4.8: Precharged DCVCL multiplexer based full adder  

 

The equations for Sum and Carry are given by: 

 

( ) ( )babacbabacSUM •+•+•+•=  

( ) ( )babacbababCarry •+•+•+•=  

 

All the transistors are sized according to the sizing given in section 4.2.7. 

    

4.2.9. 8-bit RCA DCVSL 

 

The 8-bit RCA DCVSL is a ripple carry adder constructed by using eight Full-Adders. 

The main ideas is to get a functioning 8 bit adder based on a circuitry that draws the 

same amount of current in every clock cycle independent of the input pattern. This 
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differential cascode voltage switch logic design requires 35 inputs that can be broken 

down in to 8 complementary inputs pairs of A, 8 complementary inputs pairs of B, one 

complementary input pair of carry-in and one clock. This circuit has 18 outputs, 

consisting of 8 complementary output pairs of Sum and one complementary pair of 

carry out. All the transistors are sized according to the sizing given in section 4.2.7. 

 

4.2.10. 16-bit RCA DCVSL 

 

The 16-bit RCA differential cascode voltage switch logic (DCVSL) is a pipelined ripple 

carry adder. The architecture of this adder can be seen in the Fig. 3.1. The adder has 

two main blocks of 8 bit ripple carry adder, three 8 bit registers and one flip-flop. The 

first block of 8 bit ripple carry adder gets the complementary pairs of input directly but 

the second block of 8 bit ripple carry adder gets the input from the two 8 bit return-to-

zero registers that are used for the pipelining purpose before the second block. The 

carry out of first block is propagated through the return-to-zero flip-flop for the 

second 8 bit ripple carry adder’s carry in input. The output of first 8 bit ripple carry 

adder block is stored in the 8 bit return to zero register to get the proper data 

alignment for the pipeline purposes. The 16-bit ripple carry adder has a total of 101 

inputs and outputs. It has two 16 pairs of complementary data inputs, one pair of 

carry-in, it has 16 pairs of complementary Sum output, one pair of complementary 

carry out output and a clock. All the transistors in this circuit are sized according to the 

sizing given in section 4.2.7. The implemented design can be seen in Fig. 3.1.  

 

4.3. On-Chip Input Test Vector Generators 

 

In this section we will discuss one of the most important features of the design, the input 

test vector generators. Here we will discuss them in detail.  

 

4.3.1. TSPCL DFF with Set 

 

These TSPCL D flip-flops are designed with a set function because they are used in the 

PRBS. We have designed two types of TSPCL D-flip-flops based on the set function, 

as shown in the Fig. 4.9 and 4.10. The first type resets the flip-flop to an output of 

logic ‘0’ and the second sets the output to the logic value of ‘1’. We have placed two 
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inverters to form a buffer after the primary output in order to avoid the problems in 

the dynamic circuit and to get a strong and stable signal before every input for the next 

D flip-flop in the PRBS.  

In this design the M1 and M9 are PMOS and NMOS transistors respectively that 

are used to enable the flip-flop. If the enable input is set to zero the flip-flop will give a 

constant zero output and when the enable is set to VDD the circuit will start its normal 

operation. The enable input controls the pull down network of the first stage of the 

flip-flop by stopping the discharging path via M9 and also it charges the node between 

M7 and M8 through M1.  

The PMOS transistor if Fig. 4.9 is used in order to set the flip-flop to give an 

output corresponding to logic value zero. This will happen because the PMOS will 

charge the internal node to VDD and this node becomes the input to the inverter stage 

that will give a zero output.  In Fig. 4.10  the M5 is a NMOS transistor that will stop 

the charging of the node when set is zero and therefore we will have a logic ‘1’ output 

at the flip-flop. The rest of the functioning of the flip-flop is the same as a normal 

TSPCL flip- flop with the transistor sizes of M1 = 0.6 mμ , M2 = 0.6 mμ , M3 = 

0.6 mμ , M4 = 0.6 mμ , M5 = 0.15 mμ , M6 = 0.6 mμ , M7 = 0.6 mμ , M8 = 0.3 mμ , M9 

= 0.3 mμ , M10 = 0.3 mμ , M11 = 0.3 mμ , M12 = 0.15 mμ , M13 = 0.15 mμ  and M14 = 

0.3 mμ . 

 
Figure 4.9: TSPCL DFF (reset)  
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Figure 4.10: TSPCL DFF (set) 

4.3.2. XOR Gate 

 

The XOR is used in the PRBS. The XOR is designed using as pass transistor logic style 

shown in the Fig. 4.11. The purpose for using this type of design is to achieve high 

performance with respect to speed and size. Secondly, the output defining nodes are 

always connected to either VDD or VSS through a low resistance path giving some 

noise resilience. The transistor sizes are M1 = 0.15 mμ , M2 = 0.15 mμ , M3 = 0.15 mμ , 

M4 = 0.15 mμ , M5 = 0.6 mμ  and M6 = 0.3 mμ . 

 

 
Figure 4.11: XOR gate 
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4.3.3. 17-bit PRBS 

 

The PRBS are pseudo-random binary sequences; they are called pseudo because they 

are deterministic random binary sequences and after N sequences they start to repeat 

themselves. The PRBS we have designed for our system are using the Linear Feed 

Back Shift Register (LFSR) techniques.  

The LFSR is a kind of shift register in which the input bit is a linear function of 

the pervious state of the shift register. The linear function is described by the XOR or 

XNOR functions within the shift register. Therefore when we say that the input bit is 

linear function of previous state, it actually means that the input is passed through 

XOR with some bits of the overall shift register value. In the LFSRs the initial seed is a 

very important factor as by defining the initial seed gives a deterministic sequence of 

values. 

Secondly the length of the sequence depends on the chosen function or 

polynomial. If the polynomial and seed for LFSR are selected properly then we can 

have a sequence of length of 12 −N  for a LFSR of N flip-flops. The LFSR can be 

designed in two different ways namely Fibonacci LFSRs and Galois LFSRs.  

When designing the Fibonacci style of LSFR the outputs from some of the flip-

flops are fed to the XOR gates forming a specific function and then the output of the 

final XOR gate is fed back to the input of the first flip-flop. The length of the LFSR is 

defined by the number of flip-flops and the number of feed back taps. Taking an 

example from [19] a LFSR with three flip-flops and a polynomial defined by 

( ) 113 ++= XXxP , and having a seed of all 1’s will give a complete sequence of 7 

different values in each clock cycle. The point here to be noted is that the total number 

of taps is 2 represented by X3 and X1 in the polynomial. The 1 in the polynomial does 

not represent a tap rather it represents the input. The implementation of this type of 

LFSR is shown in the Fig. 4.12 taken from [19]. In this type of implementation the 

LFSR gives a sequence of maximal length if the number of taps is even. Secondly this 

implementation suffers long propagation delays because of its long physical path from 

last flip-flop to the first flip-flop due to routing; therefore it reduces the speed of the 

circuit. 
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Figure 4.12: Fibonacci LFSR    [19] 

 

The second type of LFSR implementation is the Galois LFSRs. In this style of 

LFSR implementation the XOR gates are placed in between the flip-flop. By doing so 

the propagation times are reduced and higher speeds are obtained. In this 

implementation the order of the taps are kept in reverse from the Fibonacci method. 

Considering the same example of three flip-flop based LFSR. According to [19] when 

given the seed of all 1’s, the LSFR gives a complete sequence of 7 different values 

before repeating itself. The sequence is a bit different from the sequence generated by 

the Fibonacci implementation. The implementation of Galois type of LFSR is shown 

in the Fig. 4.13 taken from [19].    

 

 
Figure 4.13: Galois type of LFSR    [19]  

 

For our implementation of a 17 bit PRBS we have designed the LFSR using the 

Galois method. The polynomial to generate the maximal length sequence for this 17 bit 

LFSR is ( ) 17141 XXxP ++= , which is selected from the table given in [20]. The seed 

used for this LFSR is “0000 0000 0000 0000 1”, i.e. the last flip-flop is set to ‘1’. 

Therefore in this implementation we have 17 flip-flops and one XOR gate. All the 

transistors in this circuit are sized according to the sizing given in section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. 
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3.4. 18-bit PRBS 

For our implementation of an 18 bit PRBS we have designed the LFSR using the 

4.

 

Galois method. The polynomial to generate the maximal length sequence for this 18 bit 

LFSR is given by ( ) 18111 XXxP ++=  which is selected from the table given in [20]. 

The seed used for this LFSR is “0000 0000 0000 0000 01”, i.e. the last flip-flop is set to 

‘1’. Therefore, in this implementation we have 18 flip-flops and one XOR gate. All the 

transistors in this circuit are sized according to the sizing given in section 4.3.1 and 

4.3.2.  

 

.3.5. ROM 

We have implemented the ROM to store the 8 specific inputs for adder circuits. A 3-

1. 

4

 

bit counter with a set circuitry is used to address the ROM. The ROM can be 

enabled/disabled using an ‘enable’ signal. The data to store in ROM is generated by 

using the following equations: 

 

( )( )φsin211 ×round  

2. ( )( )φsin213 ×round  

8
27,

8
26,

8
25,

8
24,

8
23,

8
22,

8
2,0 πππππ π πWhere φ =    

The benefit of generating numbers like this is that the numbers generated by first 

equat

 

 

ion can be converted to the numbers of second equation by just 2-left shifts. So, 

we do not need to store the numbers for both equations which reduced the size of 

ROM to half. The size can be further reduced due to the fact that 5 LSBs and 2 MSBs 

of this data are always zero, so we do not need to store these bits. This left only 9-bits 

to store for each number. The two LSBs of these 9-bits have the same periodicity as 

the 2 LSBs of the counter which gives us the opportunity to further reduce the area of 

ROM. Finally, we implemented a ROM with a dimension of 8x7 bits. The data stored 

in ROM is given in the Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1: OM data  R

Data 
Address 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

001 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 

010 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

011 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

100 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 

101 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 

110 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
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ROM is implemented by using NMOS pass-transistors. The sizes of the NMOS 

pass transistors are 0.2 mμ . The decoder is constructed using 3-input AND gates. In the 

AND gate three PMOS transistors are of size 0.2 mμ  and one PMOS transistor is of size 

0.6 mμ , and three NMOS transistors are of size 0. m15 μ  and one NMOS transistor is of 

size 0.3 mμ . 

 

 
Figure 4.14: ROM implementation 
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4.4. Control Logic 

 this section we will describe in detail the controlling of the input generators, the 

.4.1. 32-bit DFF 

The 32-bit DFF is used as a pipeline register between 32-bit 2 to 1 MUX and 32-bit 1 

4.4.2. 32-bit 1 to 2 De-MUX  

The 32-bit 1 to 2 De-MUX is used for selecting the circuit under test (CUT). When the 

 

In

selection of circuit under the test and the selection of outputs. 

 

4

 

to 2 DeMUX. This will also strengthen the voltage levels of the signals coming from 

MUX. This is made using TSPCL DFFs, and the transistor sizes are given in section 

4.1.1. 

 

 

selection bit is ‘1’ it will make available the inputs to reference circuit, and a constant 

zero to the test circuit. It is constructed using static CMOS AND gates. Two PMOS 

transistors are of size 0.2 mμ  and one PMOS transistor is of size 0.6 mμ . Two NMOS 

transistors are of size 0.15 mμ  and one NMOS transistor is of size 0.3 mμ . 

 

4.4.3. 32-bit 2 to 1 MUX 

As we have two test input generators ‘ROM’ and ‘PRBS’ on chip, the MUX is used to 

 

select between these two. When the select bit is ‘1’, the inputs are selected from ROM. 

When the select bit is ‘0’, the inputs are selected from PRBS. MUX is made using 

NMOS pass transistors, whose sizes are 0.2 mμ . 
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Figure 4.15: 32-bit 2 to 1 multiplexer 

4.4.4. 16-bit 4 to 1 MUX 

The 16-bit 4 to 1 MUX is placed at the output for the selection of 4 different signals of 

1. Input A 

e output 

The sizes of all NMOS pass transistors are 0.2 

 

 

interest. The signals are as follows: 

 

2. Input B 

3. Referenc

4. Test output 

 

mμ . The selection control of the MUX 

is explained in section 4.4.6. 
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Figure 4.16: 16-bit 4 to 1 multiplexer  

 

4.4.5. Output Stopper 

 

The output stopper is used to stop the outputs of the Reference and Test circuits. The 

purpose of stopping the output is to monitor the noise level of a certain circuit 

excluding the switching noise produced by output buffers and pads. The output 

stoppers are constructed using NMOS pass transistors and are placed before the 16-bit 

4 to 1 MUX. The sizes of transistors are 0.9 mμ . 

 

4.4.6. Selection Logic 

 

One of the complex issues in designing were to select the data generated from either 

PRBS or the Test vector ROM and supply it to the reference circuit or the test circuit 

one at a time. This means that when we are testing the Reference circuit then the test 

inputs are not fed to the Test circuit and vise versa. Secondly, when a circuit is not in 

use we should shut it down completely. This is done by having separate power supplies 

for the both circuits. We also have a provision of disabling the clock of any circuit 

under test. At the output we have the output stopper whose functionality has been 

explained in section 4.4.5. The control signals and the corresponding behavior are 

described below. 
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Table 4.2: Output selection table  

Indata_enb DeMUX_sel Outsel0 ROM PRBS Output 

0 0 0 Disable Enable Test circuit 

0 0 1 Disable Enable Input B 

0 1 0 Disable Enable Reference circuit 

0 1 1 Disable Enable Input A 

1 0 0 Enable Disable Test circuit 

1 0 1 Enable Disable Input B 

1 1 0 Enable Disable Reference circuit 

1 1 1 Enable Disable Input A 

 

Table 4.3: Input mode selection 

Indata_set Indata_enb ROM PRBS 

0 0 Disable Constant output mode 

Output = 1 

0 1 Constant output mode 

Output = 12600 

Disable 

1 0 Disable Random sequence generation 

mode 

1 1 Circular ROM operation Disable 

 

• Ref_clk_enb: when the signal is ‘0’ it will disable the clock of Reference circuit. 

When the signal is ‘1’ it will enable the reference circuit clock. 

• Test_clk_enb: when the signal is ‘0’ it will disable the clock of Test circuit. When 

the signal is ‘1’ it will enable the Test circuit clock. 

• Ref_out_enb: when the signal is ‘1’ it will stop the output of Reference circuit. 

When the signal is ‘0’ it will allow the output of Reference circuit to pass. 

• Test_out_enb: when the signal is ‘1’ it will stop the output of Test circuit. When 

the signal is ‘0’ it will allow the output of Test circuit to pass. 
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4.5. Pads 

 

In this section we will describe the pad ring that we had constructed for our chip. 

 

4.5.1. Buffers 

 

The purpose of the buffers is to strengthen the input/output signals coming in and out 

of the chip through the I/O pads. The buffer is constructed using four cascaded 

inverters with progressive sizing. The size of the first (smallest) inverter is PMOS = 

0.45 , NMOS = 0.15 . The rest of the inverters are progressively sized 

with a factor of 4. We also have used 2-stage buffers at various places within the design 

wherever we thought it was necessary. 

m610 −× m610 −×

 

4.5.2. Diode 

 

Diode is used only in layout for removing the antenna errors. These antenna errors 

occur whenever any metal exceeds a certain area. In our case, we have used these 

diodes at every I/O pad. The area of each diode is 36 μm2. The diode is made using 

metal1, active and n-plus.  

 

4.5.3. De-Coupling Capacitors 

 

De-coupling capacitors are used to decrease the fluctuation on power lines. These 

fluctuations occur mainly due to bond-wires and pads. The effect of these fluctuations 

is much higher in high-speed circuits compared to low-speed circuits. On-chip 

capacitors are effective in maintaining the current on the power rails between average 

values, and do not allow it to shoot up. In this way it helps reducing the noise on the 

power supply lines within the chip. As we have a number of power supplies so we need 

to provide De-coupling capacitors to each power supply in order to ensure the 

smoother flow of current. Table 4.4 describes the power supplies and the De-caps. 
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Table 4.4: Values of De-coupling Capacitor  

Sr. # Power Supply De-Cap value 

1 Vdd-ring 86 pF 

2 Vdd-logic 265.5 pF 

3 Vdd-buffer 309 pF 

4 Vdd-ref 646 pF 

5 Vdd-test 646 pF 

 

A single De-Cap cell is made by using a transistor of size 5x5 mμ . Its source and 

drains are both connected to the ground, and its gate is connected with the supply 

which needs to be decoupled. In the layout source and drains are connected using 

metals 1, 3 and 5. The poly is connected with metals 2, 4 and 6. By doing this we 

achieved a capacitance of 250 fF approx.  

 

4.5.4. Pads Ring 

 

We have used 65 mμ  pitch linear IO cells for the pads. We have used the following 

pads: 

 
Figure 4.17: PAD ring 
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Table 4.5: PADs used 

 

Name Description Cell Contains Pad 

Type 

VDDLIOCO_ANA_65 Low voltage supply. 

Feeding the corresponding 

power rail + core. High 

current drive capability. 

(used for vdd_ring) 

Connection to 

VDDLIOCOANA 

power rail 

RF Pad

VSSIOCO_ANA_65 Ground signal feeding the 

corresponding ground rail 

+ core. High current drive 

capability. 

Back-to-back diodes 

between 

VSSSUBANA and 

VDDIOCOANA. 

Connection to 

VSSIOCOANA 

power rail. 

RF Pad

VDDLCO_ANA_65 Dedicated to core Low 

Voltage power supply. 

High current drive 

capability. 

ESD Diodes RF Pad

VSSCO_ANA_65 Dedicated to core ground 

supply. High current drive 

capability. 

Back-to-back diodes 

between 

VSSCOANA and 

VSSIOCOANA 

RF Pad

IOL_ANA_65 Drives RF sensitive signal 

compatible with low 

voltage range. 

ESD Diode RF Pad

  

 

We have used IOFILLERSxx_ANA_65 to align and fill the space between the pads. 

We have used 40 pins in our chip, 10 pins on each side. Details can be found in 

appendix.  
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4.6. Chip Top 

 

The chip top is the top view of our complete design with out the decoupling capacitors, 

the diodes and the pad ring, shown in Fig 4.18. 

 

 
Figure 4.18: Layout of Chip top 
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5 
R e s u l t s  

 

5.1. Inverter DCVLS 

 

For the simulation of Inverter DCVSL the following parameters were used: 
 

Table 5.1:  Inverter DCVSL simulation parameters 
 

Sr. No Parameter Value Description 
1 vdd 1.2V Power supply 
2 PerData 8n Period for data signal 
3 clk 2n Period for clock signal 
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Figure 5.1: Inverter DCVSL simulation  

 

5.2. Mux DCVSL 

 

For the simulation of MUX DCVSL the following parameters were used: 
 

Table 5.2: Mux DCVSL simulation parameters  
 

Sr. No Parameter Value Description 
1 vdd 1.2V Power supply 
2 Vbb2 1.2 Voltage bbar 2 
3 Vbb1 0 Voltage bbar 1 
4 Vb2 0 Voltage b 2 
5 Vb1 1.2 Voltage b 1 
6 Vab2 0 Voltage abar 2 
7 Vab1 1.2 Voltage abar 1 
8 Va2 1.2 Voltage a 2 
9 Va1 0 Voltage a 1 
10 S 20n Period for select signal 
11 PerData 4n Period for data signal 
12 PerClk 2n Period for clock signal 
13 C 10fF Capacitance for output node 
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Figure 5.2: Mux DCVSL simulation  

 

5.3. Full Adder DCVL 

 

For the simulation of Full Adder DCVSL the following parameters were used: 
 

Table 5.3: Full Adder DCVSL Simulation Parameters 
 
Sr. No Parameter Value Description 
1 vdd 1.2V Power supply 
2 STcbar 1.2 Start voltage of signal cbar 
3 STc 0 Start voltage of signal c 
4 STbbar 1.2 Start voltage of signal bbar 
5 STb 0 Start voltage of signal b 
6 STabar 1.2 Start voltage of signal abar 
7 STa 0 Start voltage of signal a 
8 SPcbar 0 Stop voltage of signal cbar 
9 SPc 1.2 Stop voltage of signal c 
10 SPbbar 0 Stop voltage of signal bbar 
11 SPb 1.2 Stop voltage of signal b 
12 SPabar 0 Stop voltage of signal abar 
13 SPa 1.2 Stop voltage of signal a 
14 PerClk 2n Period for clock signal 
15 Percbar 16n Period for data signal cbar 
16 Perc 16n Period for data signal c 
17 Perbbar 8n Period for data signal bbar 
18 Perb 8n Period for data signal b 
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19 Perabar 4n Period for data signal abar 
20 Pera 4n Period for data signal a 
21 C 10fF Capacitance for output node 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Full Adder DCVSL Simulation  

5.4. RZ Latch 

 
For the simulation of RZ Latch the following parameters were used: 

 
Table 5.4: RZ latch simulation parameters 

 
Sr. No Parameter Value Description 
1 vdd 1.2V Power supply 
2 Vab2 0 Stop voltage of signal abar 
3 Vab1 1.2 Start voltage of signal abar 
4 Va2 1.2 Stop voltage of signal a 
5 Va1 0 Start voltage of signal a 
6 PerData 8n Period for data signal 
7 PerClk_2 2n Period for clock2 signal 
8 PerClk_1 2n Period for clock1 signal 
9 C 10fF Capacitance for output node 
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Figure 5.4: RZ latch simulation  

 

5.5. RZ Flip-Flop 

 

For the simulation of RZ Flip-Flop the following parameters were used: 
 

Table 5.5: RZ flip-flop simulation parameters 

Sr. No Parameter Value Description 
1 vdd 1.2V Power supply 
2 PerClk1 2n Period for clock1 signal 
3 PerData 8n Period for data signal 
4 PerClk 2n Period for clock2 signal 
5 C 10fF Capacitance for output node 
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Figure 5.5: RZ flip-flop simulation  

 

5.6. RZ to NRZ Converter 

 

For the simulation of RZ to NRZ Converter the following parameters were used: 
 

Table 5.6: RZ to NRZ converter simulation parameters 

Sr. No Parameter Value Description 
1 Vdd 1.2V Power supply 
2 Vab2 0 Stop voltage of signal abar 
3 Vab1 1.2 Start voltage of signal abar 
4 Va2 1.2 Stop voltage of signal a 
5 Va1 0 Start voltage of signal a 
6 PerData 4n Period for data signal 
7 PerClk 2n Period for clock signal 
8 en 16n Period for enable signal 
9 C 10fF Capacitance for output node 
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Figure 5.6: RZ to NRZ converter simulation  

 

 
5.7. Results from Logic Analyzer 

 

All of these results are directly taken from the logic analyzer with out any 

contamination or processing. The Fig. 5.7 shows the screenshot of Logic 

Analyzer. 

 
Figure 5.7: Logic analyzer screenshot 
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5.7.1    Reference Circuit with Random (PRBS) Inputs: 
 
 
Timing Listing                                                                   
 
                               
Label    > Lab1    Time      
Base     > Hex   Absolute    
__________ ____ ___________  
 
       0   A703        0  s 
       1   A703      500 ps 
       2   F74B    1.000 ns 
       3   D74B    1.500 ns 
       4   D703    2.000 ns 
       5   D703    2.500 ns 
       6   D703    3.000 ns 
       7   D703    3.500 ns 
       8   D783    4.000 ns 
       9   D793    4.500 ns 
      10   D783    5.000 ns 
      11   D783    5.500 ns 
      12   D781    6.000 ns 
      13   C781    6.500 ns 
      14   CFA1    7.000 ns 
      15   CFA1    7.500 ns 
      16   CF81    8.000 ns 
      17   CF81    8.500 ns 
      18   CF81    9.000 ns 
      19   EFC1    9.500 ns 
      20   EFC9   10.000 ns 
      21   EFC9   10.500 ns 
      22   EF81   11.000 ns 
      23   EF81   11.500 ns 
      24   EF81   12.000 ns 
      25   F780   12.500 ns 
      26   F780   13.000 ns 
      27   F790   13.500 ns 
      28   F780   14.000 ns 
      29   F780   14.500 ns 
      30   F7C0   15.000 ns 
      31   FFE0   15.500 ns 
      32   FFE4   16.000 ns 
      33   FBE4   16.500 ns 
      34   FBC4   17.000 ns 
      35   FBC4   17.500 ns 
      36   F3C1   18.000 ns 
      37   21C1   18.500 ns 
      38   21C3   19.000 ns 
      39   21C3   19.500 ns 
      40   21C1   20.000 ns 
      41   21E1   20.500 ns 
      42   21E1   21.000 ns 
      43   21F1   21.500 ns 
      44   21F1   22.000 ns 
      45   21F1   22.500 ns 
      46   21F1   23.000 ns 
      47   21F1   23.500 ns 
      48   A7F0   24.000 ns 
      49   AFF0   24.500 ns 
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      50   AFF4   25.000 ns 
 
5.7.2    Reference Circuit with Sinusoid (ROM) Inputs: 
 
Timing Listing                                                                   
 
                               
Label    > Lab1    Time      
Base     > Hex   Absolute    
__________ ____ ___________  
 
       0   1C20        0  s 
       1   1C20      500 ps 
       2   1420    1.000 ns 
       3   1520    1.500 ns 
       4   0328    2.000 ns 
       5   0328    2.500 ns 
       6   2328    3.000 ns 
       7   2328    3.500 ns 
       8   2328    4.000 ns 
       9   2328    4.500 ns 
      10   2328    5.000 ns 
      11   2328    5.500 ns 
      12   2328    6.000 ns 
      13   2328    6.500 ns 
      14   0328    7.000 ns 
      15   0220    7.500 ns 
      16   0220    8.000 ns 
      17   0240    8.500 ns 
      18   0210    9.000 ns 
      19   0230    9.500 ns 
      20   0230   10.000 ns 
      21   2230   10.500 ns 
      22   2A30   11.000 ns 
      23   2A30   11.500 ns 
      24   2A30   12.000 ns 
      25   2A30   12.500 ns 
      26   2A30   13.000 ns 
      27   2238   13.500 ns 
      28   2238   14.000 ns 
      29   3138   14.500 ns 
      30   3138   15.000 ns 
      31   3138   15.500 ns 
      32   3138   16.000 ns 
      33   3138   16.500 ns 
      34   3138   17.000 ns 
      35   3138   17.500 ns 
      36   3138   18.000 ns 
      37   3138   18.500 ns 
      38   0000   19.000 ns 
      39   0000   19.500 ns 
      40   0000   20.000 ns 
      41   0000   20.500 ns 
      42   0000   21.000 ns 
      43   0000   21.500 ns 
      44   0000   22.000 ns 
      45   0000   22.500 ns 
      46   0000   23.000 ns 
      47   0000   23.500 ns 
      48   0000   24.000 ns 
      49   0000   24.500 ns 
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      50   0000   25.000 ns 
 
5.7.3    Test Circuit with Sinusoid (ROM) Inputs: 
 
Timing Listing                                                                   
 
                               
Label    > Lab1    Time      
Base     > Hex   Absolute    
__________ ____ ___________  
 
       0   FFF8        0  s 
       1   0E38      500 ps 
       2   0618    1.000 ns 
       3   0418    1.500 ns 
       4   1518    2.000 ns 
       5   1518    2.500 ns 
       6   1518    3.000 ns 
       7   1518    3.500 ns 
       8   1518    4.000 ns 
       9   17F8    4.500 ns 
      10   FFF8    5.000 ns 
      11   FFF8    5.500 ns 
      12   FFF8    6.000 ns 
      13   1D38    6.500 ns 
      14   1C38    7.000 ns 
      15   1C20    7.500 ns 
      16   1C20    8.000 ns 
      17   1C20    8.500 ns 
      18   1C20    9.000 ns 
      19   1C20    9.500 ns 
      20   1C30   10.000 ns 
      21   1FF8   10.500 ns 
      22   FFF8   11.000 ns 
      23   FFF8   11.500 ns 
      24   FFF8   12.000 ns 
      25   1F38   12.500 ns 
      26   0738   13.000 ns 
      27   0328   13.500 ns 
      28   0328   14.000 ns 
      29   2328   14.500 ns 
      30   2328   15.000 ns 
      31   2328   15.500 ns 
      32   2328   16.000 ns 
      33   37E8   16.500 ns 
      34   BFF8   17.000 ns 
      35   FFF8   17.500 ns 
      36   FFF8   18.000 ns 
      37   2338   18.500 ns 
      38   0238   19.000 ns 
      39   0A38   19.500 ns 
      40   2A38   20.000 ns 
      41   2A30   20.500 ns 
      42   2A30   21.000 ns 
      43   2A30   21.500 ns 
      44   2A30   22.000 ns 
      45   2FF8   22.500 ns 
      46   3FF8   23.000 ns 
      47   FFF8   23.500 ns 
      48   FFF8   24.000 ns 
      49   2A38   24.500 ns 
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      50   2238   25.000 ns 
 
5.7.4    Test Circuit with Random (PRBS) Inputs: 
 
Timing Listing                                                           
                               
Label    > Lab1    Time      
Base     > Hex   Absolute    
__________ ____ ___________  
 
       0   FFFF        0  s 
       1   FFFF      500 ps 
       2   8E7D    1.000 ns 
       3   863C    1.500 ns 
       4   863C    2.000 ns 
       5   8634    2.500 ns 
       6   8634    3.000 ns 
       7   8634    3.500 ns 
       8   8634    4.000 ns 
       9   86FC    4.500 ns 
      10   FFFC    5.000 ns 
      11   FFFC    5.500 ns 
      12   FFFC    6.000 ns 
      13   9EFC    6.500 ns 
      14   823C    7.000 ns 
      15   823C    7.500 ns 
      16   C31C    8.000 ns 
      17   C31C    8.500 ns 
      18   C31A    9.000 ns 
      19   C31A    9.500 ns 
      20   C31A   10.000 ns 
      21   C3FE   10.500 ns 
      22   FFFF   11.000 ns 
      23   FFFF   11.500 ns 
      24   FFFF   12.000 ns 
      25   FFFF   12.500 ns 
      26   839E   13.000 ns 
      27   418F   13.500 ns 
      28   618D   14.000 ns 
      29   618D   14.500 ns 
      30   618D   15.000 ns 
      31   618D   15.500 ns 
      32   619D   16.000 ns 
      33   63FF   16.500 ns 
      34   EFFF   17.000 ns 
      35   FFFF   17.500 ns 
      36   FFFF   18.000 ns 
      37   FBFF   18.500 ns 
      38   01CF   19.000 ns 
      39   01C7   19.500 ns 
      40   00C6   20.000 ns 
      41   10C6   20.500 ns 
      42   10C6   21.000 ns 
      43   10C6   21.500 ns 
      44   10C6   22.000 ns 
      45   11FE   22.500 ns 
      46   FFFF   23.000 ns 
      47   FFFF   23.500 ns 
      48   FFFF   24.000 ns 
      49   BFFF   24.500 ns 
      50   10E7   25.000 ns 
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5.8. Reference circuit measurement results 

 
In this section we will show the measurement results of the Reference circuit for 
different nodes and configurations. The analog band is situated at half of the maximum 
clock frequency [1] i.e., 150 MHz for our testing frequency of 300 MHz. 
 
5.8.1. Substrate Node 

 
Fig 5.8, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the substrate node when 
Reference circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For 
this measurement the outputs are disabled and the frequency spectrum is band 
limited. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 63 dB. 

 
Figure 5.8: Frequency spectrum 1 

 
Fig 5.9, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the substrate node when 
Reference circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For 
this measurement the outputs are disabled and the frequency spectrum is wide 
band. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 63 dB. 
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Figure 5.9: Frequency spectrum 2 

 
 

Fig 5.10, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the substrate node when 
Reference circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For 
this measurement the outputs are enabled and the frequency spectrum is band 
limited. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 38 dB. 

 
 

 
Figure 5.10: Frequency spectrum 3 

 
Fig 5.11, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the substrate node when 
Reference circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For 
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this measurement the outputs are enabled and the frequency spectrum is wide 
band. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 40 dB. 

 

 
Figure 5.11: Frequency spectrum 4 

 
5.8.2.  VDD Node 
 

Fig 5.12, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the VDD node when 
Reference circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For 
this measurement the outputs are disabled and the frequency spectrum is band 
limited. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 60 dB. 

 

 
Figure 5.12: Frequency spectrum 5 
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Fig 5.13, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the VDD node when 
Reference circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For 
this measurement the outputs are disabled and the frequency spectrum is wide 
band. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 60 dB. 

 
Figure 5.13: Frequency spectrum 6 

 
Fig 5.14, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the VDD node when 
Reference circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For 
this measurement the outputs are enabled and the frequency spectrum is band 
limited. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 38 dB. 
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Figure 5.14: Frequency spectrum 7 

 
Fig 5.15, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the VDD node when 
Reference circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For 
this measurement the outputs are enabled and the frequency spectrum is wide 
band. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 37.5 dB. 

 

 
Figure 5.15: Frequency spectrum 8 
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5.8.3. VSS Node 
 

Fig 5.16, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the VSS node when 
Reference circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For 
this measurement the outputs are disabled and the frequency spectrum is band 
limited. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 72 dB. 

Figure 5.16: Frequency spectrum 9 
 

Fig 5.17, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the VSS node when 
Reference circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For 
this measurement the outputs are disabled and the frequency spectrum is wide 
band. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 74 dB. 
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Figure 5.17: Frequency spectrum 10 

 
Fig 5.18, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the VSS node when 
Reference circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For 
this measurement the outputs are enabled and the frequency spectrum is band 
limited. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 60 dB. 

 
Figure 5.18: Frequency spectrum 11 
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Fig 5.19, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the VSS node when 
Reference circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For 
this measurement the outputs are enabled and the frequency spectrum is wide 
band. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 59.5 dB. 

 
Figure 5.19: Frequency spectrum 12 

 
 
5.9 Test Circuit Measurement Results 
 
In this section we will show the measurement results of the Test circuit for different 
nodes and configurations. The analog band is situated at half of the maximum clock 
frequency [1] i.e., 150 MHz for our testing frequency of 300 MHz. 
 
5.9.1 Substrate Node 

 
Fig 5.20, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the substrate node when Test 
circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For this 
measurement the outputs are disabled and the frequency spectrum is band 
limited. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 73 dB. 
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Figure 5.20: Frequency spectrum 13 

 
Fig 5.21, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the substrate node when Test 
circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For this 
measurement the outputs are disabled and the frequency spectrum is wide band. 
In this case the peak noise level measured is − 74 dB. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.21: Frequency spectrum 14 
 

Fig 5.22, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the substrate node when Test 
circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For this 
measurement the outputs are enabled and the frequency spectrum is band 
limited. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 44 dB. 
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Figure 5.22: Frequency spectrum 15 

 
Fig 5.23, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the substrate node when Test 
circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For this 
measurement the outputs are enabled and the frequency spectrum is wide band. 
In this case the peak noise level measured is − 44 dB. 

 

 
Figure 5.23: Frequency spectrum 16 
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5.9.2 VDD Node 
 

Fig 5.24, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the VDD node when Test 
circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For this 
measurement the outputs are disabled and the frequency spectrum is band 
limited. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 62 dB. 

Figure 5.24: Frequency spectrum 17 
 

Fig 5.25, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the VDD node when Test 
circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For this 
measurement the outputs are disabled and the frequency spectrum is wide band. 
In this case the peak noise level measured is − 65 dB. 
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Figure 5.25: Frequency spectrum 18 

 
Fig 5.26, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the VDD node when Test 
circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For this 
measurement the outputs are enabled and the frequency spectrum is band 
limited. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 40 dB. 

 
Figure 5.26: Frequency spectrum 19 
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Fig 5.27, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the VDD node when Test 
circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For this 
measurement the outputs are enabled and the frequency spectrum is wide band. 
In this case the peak noise level measured is − 40 dB. 

 

 
Figure 5.27: Frequency spectrum 20 

 
5.9.3 VSS Node 
 

Fig 5.28, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the VSS node when Test 
circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For this 
measurement the outputs are disabled and the frequency spectrum is band 
limited. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 68 dB. 
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Figure 5.28: Frequency spectrum 21 
 

Fig 5.29, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the VSS node when Test 
circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For this 
measurement the outputs are disabled and the frequency spectrum is wide band. 
In this case the peak noise level measured is − 70 dB. 

 
Figure 5.29: Frequency spectrum 22 
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Fig 5.30, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the VSS node when Test 
circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For this 
measurement the outputs are enabled and the frequency spectrum is band 
limited. In this case the peak noise level measured is − 41 dB. 

 
Figure 5.30: Frequency spectrum 23 

 
Fig 5.31, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the VSS node when Test 
circuit is running with sinusoidal inputs generated by the ROM. For this 
measurement the outputs are enabled and the frequency spectrum is wide band. 
In this case the peak noise level measured is − 41 dB. 
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Figure 5.31: Frequency spectrum 24 

 
5.10 PRBS Only Measurement results: 
 

Fig 5.32, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the substrate node when both 
the circuits are off and only the PRBS are running. For this measurement the 
outputs are disabled and the frequency spectrum is band limited. In this case we 
could not detect any particular peak, which is an unexpected behavior but we 
could not pin point the reason behind it. 

 
Figure 5.32: Frequency spectrum 25 
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Fig 5.33, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the substrate node when both 
the circuits are off and only the PRBS are running. For this measurement the 
outputs are enabled and the frequency spectrum is band limited. In this case we 
have higher noise level indicating that the PRBS themselves generate a lot of 
noise in the substrate. 

 

 
Figure 5.33: Frequency spectrum 26 

 
5.11 ROM Only Measurement results: 
 

Fig 5.34, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the substrate node when both 
the circuits are off and only the ROM is running. For this measurement the 
outputs are disabled and the frequency spectrum is band limited. In this case the 
peak noise level measured is − 75 dB. 
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Figure 5.34: Frequency spectrum 27 

 
Fig 5.35, shows the frequency spectrum of noise at the substrate node when both 
the circuits are off and only the ROM is running. For this measurement the 
outputs are enabled and the frequency spectrum is band limited. In this case the 
peak noise level measured is − 40 dB. 

 

 
Figure 5.35: Frequency spectrum 28
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5.12 Power Comparison 
 
Fig 5.36 shows the power consumption of the DCVSL and the Static circuits in different 
test configurations. It is seen clearly from the figure that the DCVSL circuit consumes 
more power than commonly used static circuit. The percentage difference in power 
consumption between the DCVSL and Static circuit is shown in Fig. 5.37, the maximum 
power difference is 73 %. 
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Figure 5.36: Power consumption (DCVSL circuit Vs Static circuit)   
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Figure 5.37: Percentage difference between DCVSL and Static circuit  
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5.13 Manufactured Chip (Un-bonded) 
 

 
 

Figure 5.38: Six of un-bonded chips 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.39: Single un-bonded chip 
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5.14 Manufactured Chip(Packaged) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.40: Internal view of packaged chip 
 

 
 

Figure 5.41: Complete view of packaged chip 
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5.15 Test Setup 
 
For the testing of the chip we have used the following equipment 
 

• Power supplies 
• Function generator (for generating clock signal) 
• Oscilloscope  
• Spectrum analyzer (for measuring noise levels) 
• Logic analyzer (for verifying functionality of the adder circuits) 
• Multimeters 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5.42: Testing setup 
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6 
Conclusion 

 

By the end of this research thesis we have successfully designed and implemented a 

complex test chip that has been fabricated in 130 nm CMOS bulk technology. The 

functionality of the two circuits i.e., the DCVSL implementation of the adder and the 

static CMOS implementation of the adder have been verified by using logic analyzer to 

be correct when operating on the frequency of 300 MHz. The maximum frequency at 

which the DCVSL implementation works correctly is 450 MHz and the maximum 

frequency for the static circuit is 375 MHz. The measurements show a 10 dB decrease in 

the noise level at the substrate node on the chip, when the DCVSL adder circuit is used. 

The new technique works as expected in spectral terms; however the level of noise is not 

as good as expected. The major sources of noise producing components on the chip are 

the Output Buffers. The main draw back of the DCVSL circuit is that it consumes more 

power than the static CMOS circuit. In the worst case for our implementation we have 

measured 73% more power consumption by DCVSL compared to static CMOS circuit. 

These power results are much better than [1], in the dissertation the estimation of power 

was 300%. 
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A 
Appendix  

 

This section includes all the measurement results that are obtained when the PRBS are 
generating the data for both the Reference circuit and Test circuit for different nodes and 
configurations. The analog band is situated at half of the maximum clock frequency [1] 
i.e., 150 MHz for our testing frequency of 300 MHz. 
 
A.1 Substrate Node 

Figure A.1: Frequency Spectrum A1 
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Figure A.2: Frequency Spectrum A2 
 

 
Figure A.3: Frequency Spectrum A3 
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Figure A.4: Frequency Spectrum A4 

 
Figure A.5: Frequency Spectrum A5 
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Figure A.6: Frequency Spectrum A6 

 
Figure A.7: Frequency Spectrum A7 
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Appendix  

 
Figure A.8: Frequency Spectrum A8 

 
A.2 VDD Node 

 
Figure A.9: Frequency Spectrum A9 
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Figure A.10: Frequency Spectrum A10 

 
Figure A.11: Frequency Spectrum A11 
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Figure A.12: Frequency Spectrum A12 

Figure A.13: Frequency Spectrum A13 
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Figure A.14: Frequency Spectrum A14 

 
Figure A.15: Frequency Spectrum A15 
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Figure A.16: Frequency Spectrum A16 

 
A.3 VSS Node 

 
Figure A.17: Frequency Spectrum A17 
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Figure A.18: Frequency Spectrum A18 

 
Figure A.19: Frequency Spectrum A19 
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Figure A.20: Frequency Spectrum A20 

 
 

Figure A.21: Frequency Spectrum A21 
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Figure A.22: Frequency Spectrum A22 

 
Figure A.23: Frequency Spectrum A23 
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Figure A.24: Frequency Spectrum A24 
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